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Entrainment and Homogenization of a Passive Tracer in a Numerical Model
Gyre
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Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

The mechanismby which tracer is entrained into a spatially decaying gyre from an external sourceis
examined, as well as the homogenization which subsequentlyoccurs. A simple advective-diffusivenumerical model is used whose streamlinesconsistof an elongatedgyre situated besidea distinct boundary
current, which inputs tracer into the domain. This is meant to representthe deep cyclonicrecirculation of
the Gulf Stream and adjacent deep western boundary current. A shear flow analysis shows that two
parametersdictate the manner in which tracer penetratesacrossstreamlinesof the gyre: a peclet number
and a parameter which measures the strength of the cross-streamshear. The large values of these
parameters cause a plume of tracer to spiral inward toward the center of the gyre. At steady state the
tracer which has accumulated in the gyre becomeshomogenized.The size of this uniform area is related
to the extent to which the spiral penetratedthe gyre and decreaseswith increasingdiffusivity, as several
examplesillustrate.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is characteristicof closedstreamlineflow that properties
in the interior become homogenized. This was shown explicitly by Rhines and Young [1982a], as applied to potential
vorticity Q, provided the mixing due to eddies is weak. (Homogenizationhas been known to occur in the presenceof strong
mixing as well; see, for instance, Cox [1985].) The homogenization of Q is crucially tied to the structure of planetary scale
circulation, as outlined by Rhines and Young [1982b] in their
theory of wind-driven circulation. Regions of weak Q gradients are found persistentlyin eddy-resolvingnumerical models
and have also been observed

in data from the north

Atlantic

[McDowell et al., 1982].
The main stream function and potential vorticity for the
deep layer of a basin-wide quasi-geostrophic numerical model
are shown in Figure 1 [from Holland and Rhines, 1980]. The
area of uniform Q coincides with the region of most intense
flow, thus showing the significance of the lateral extent of
homogenization. In addition, the level of the homogenized
plateau is related to the strength of the circulation. Cessi et al.

strength of eddy mixing versus large-scale advection). The
steady state distribution from one of the model simulations
appears in Figure 2.
The direct ventilation mechanismthat Musgrave modeled is
not present in the deep ocean, whose density surfacesdo not
outcrop. Recently however, Hogg et al. [1986] discussed a
case in which the properties of a deep recirculating flow are
replenished in a straightforward manner. They outlined how
the cyclonic recirculation of the deep Gulf Stream should pass
close enough to the deep western boundary current (DWBC),
west of the Grand Banks, to entrain relatively young, anomalous water diffusing from the DWBC. To investigate this process, they invoked a simple advective-diffusive numerical
model; the streamlines of the model and situation which it

proposes to represent are shown in Figure 3. The deep northern recirculation

of the Gulf

Stream

has been studied

exten-

sively in recent years and is believed to transport roughly 20
sverdrups,deeper than 4000 m, between the Grand Banks and
the New England seamounts. The reader is referred to Hogg
[1983], Hogg and Stommel [1985], and Hogg et al. [1986] for

[1987] examinedthe relationshipbetweenlateral extent and

both observational

magnitude of homogenization and associatedgyre circulation,
and presented a way of calculating these quantities for the
simplifiedcaseof a barotropic flow.
The smoothing of properties within closed streamlines reveals itself in another context as well: that of passive tracers.
The simplified nature of passive tracers suggeststhat homogenization be examined in this framework, with the hope
that insights revealed may be applied to the more complicated
case of a dynamically active quantity. Musgrave [1985] conducted a numerical study of homogenization in a subtropical
gyre, modeling the subduction of tracer from the sea surface.

The advective-diffusive model of Hogg et al. [1986] was
used to interpret hydrographic data collected in the region.
The model circulation is highly idealized, and numerous potentially important aspectsare omitted for simplicity, including multiple water mass sources.In addition, to parameterize
the effect of eddies using a constant diffusivity representsan
extreme simplification. There is evidencethat the diffusivity in
the western north Atlantic is a function of both lateral position and depth (J. Price, personal communication, 1986). The

He

examined

both

the aforementioned

characteristics

as a

function of peclet number (which measures the relative
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effects of different

and theoretical

features

discussions.

such as these need to be examined

in future investigations.
The

results

of the numerical

model

can also be reviewed

independently, without direct comparison to the western
north Atlantic, to study ideas pertaining to homogenization,
which is the focus of this study. The flow field and boundary
conditions of the model make this a particularly interesting
case to investigate. In contrast to Musgrave's [1985] model
gyre, which is strongestat the outer edge,the gyre of Figure 3
decays at the edge, causing significant differences in entrainment of tracer by the gyre. In addition, the boundary
conditions here are open (except for a small region of input)
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2.

THE ADVECTIVE-DIFFUSIVE

MODEL

The evolution in time and spaceof a passivetracer is describedby the advective-diffusive
equation, consideredhere in
its two-dimensional

form

O,+ u. VO = V.•cV0

(1)

whereO(x,y)is the tracerconcentration,•cis the eddy diffusivity (constant),u(x,y) is the horizontal velocity vector, and
V = i(8/&c) + j(8/Sy).

The flow field of Figure 3 is sufficientlycomplexthat the
solutionfor 0 is obtainedby a numericalintegration.Specifically, (1) is finite-differenced
forward in time, with upstream
differencing
for the advectionand centereddifferencing
for the
diffusion.To counteractthe implicit diffusion which accompaniesupstreamadvection,at eachtime stepa correctivemeasure was implemented,following the procedureof Smolarkiewicz [1983]. The test which Smolarkiewicz used on an isolated

distributionof tracer was successfully
applied here to check
the scheme.

The model boundaryconditionsconsistof three types.At
the upstreamedgeof the southwardflowingboundarycurrent
the concentrationof tracer is specifiedas a gaussiandistri-

Fig. 1. Mean distribution (a) stream function and (b) potential
bution. At the downstreamedge, tracer is allowed to advect
vorticity,for the deeplayer of a wind-driveneddy-resolving
numerical
out of the domain (at which location alongstreamdiffusionis
model [from Holland and Rhines,1980].

which allows the gyre itself to naturally determine the area
which becomeshomogenized.Thus it is not straightforward to
predict the lateral extent of homogenization as a function of
the model parameters. Similarly, it is not obvious what the
final level of tracer will be in the gyre.
As part of their analysis,Cessiet al. [1987] derived a formula for diagnosticallycalculating the level of homogenizationat
steady state. This relation must hold in the presentcase,but it
cannot tell us beforehand what the level will be, as there is

limited boundary influencedirectly adjacentto the gyre.In the
formulation used by Cessi et al. [1987] the strength of the
mixing due to eddies is parameterized by the boundary conditions. In Mustdrave's[1985] simulation the gyre has a solid
boundary. Such dependenceof homogenizationon boundary
forcing is not present in this model.
The present study addressesthe entrainment of tracer and

how this is intimately tied to the occurrence of homogenization at steady state. Only the lateral extent of homogenization is considered,for any examination of the gyre level
must include both the boundary current and gyre of Figure 3.
Instead, we isolatethe gyre circulationso as to keep the analy-

omitted,which is a reasonableapproximationin light of the
strong current). Everywhereelse along the boundary, velocities are negligiblysmall and thus were set identicallyequalto
zero. In these regions an open boundary condition is employed, which allows tracer to diffuse out of the domain as if
there were no boundary present. The method is based on an
interior extrapolationat each time step and is describedin the
appendix.
Initially, there is no tracer within the domain. The diffusi-

vityis setequalto tc-- 106cm2/s(thecirculationis steady).
As
time progresses,tracer is advected downstream and fills the

boundary current, while slowly diffusingoffshore.A plume
developsas the eastwardflow of the gyre pulls tracer away
from the boundary.The plume then wraps around the gyre as
tracer beginsaccumulatingwithin it (Figure 4). Spin up continues in this manner until at steady state a homogenized
regionformsin the centerportion of the gyre.
3.

ENTRAINMENT

Close inspectionof Figure 4 shows that as the plume of
tracer winds around the gyre, it migrates acrossstreamlines
toward the gyre center. The reason for this spiral is that the

sis more general.
First, the model is described and the manner of entrainment

is isolated in the context of a simpler unidirectional flow. It is
shown that the penetration of tracer acrossstreamlines(which
occurs as a plume extending from the boundary) can be
characterized according to two parameters, which depend on
the strength of the flow and the strength of its cross-stream
shear, respectively.Results from this analysis are then applied
to the full gyre circulation to explain an asymmetry in the
plume of tracer as it penetratesthe gyre interior.
^
B
Finally, the homogenizationwhich occursat steady state is
described.The relationship between the size of the homogenFig. 2. (a) Isolines of a passivetracer 0 at steady state for the
ized region and the plume of incoming tracer is examined, as circulationshownin (b),for the caseof a largePecletnumber[from
well as the effectof varying the diffusivity.
Must2rave, 1985].
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Fig. 3. (a)Schematic
representation
of thedeepcyclonic
GulfStreamrecirculation
andDWBC.Thegyrestreamline
is
a deep-layer
thickness
isopach[fromHoggandStorereel,
1985],and the boundarycurrentstreamline
is deduced
from
watersampledata[seePickart,1987].(b)The streamlines
of thenumerical
model,meantto represent
thecirculation
in
Figure3a.The domainis 2000 x 1000km with a grid spacingof 25 km.

portion of the plume which spreadsinward encountersa
regionof strongervelocityand advectsaroundmore quickly.
Note also that the spiral is asymmetricin that wherethe flow
is zonal the spiralis not as pronouncedas in the meridional
flow. To understandwhy this asymmetry exists,it must be
understoodwhat factorsgovernthe spiral.To do this, a prob-

20

leminvolvingdiffusionin a simpleshearflow is considered.
The effect that velocity shear has on the spreading of a

passivetracer has beenstudiedconsiderably,
particularlythe
processof shear dispersionwherebycross-stream
shear enhancesthe spreadingof tracer along streamlines[Rhines,
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Fig. 4. Plumeof tracerspirallinginto gyre(snapshotduringspin
up). The dark lines are the boundingstreamlines
of the gyre and
boundary current.
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mensionalparameters:
the aspectratio 6 = Lv/L,; the alongstream Peclet number P,=(U 0 + •LflL,/•c, which is the
alongstreamdiffusivetime scaledivided by the advectivetime

Tracer Source

scale;and the cross-stream
PecletnumberPc = Pa62,whichis

................

u-U
o

the cross-streamdiffusive time scale divided by the advective
time scale.

In terms of theseparametersthe balancein (2) becomes
Alongstream Distance

pa62• 62 q- 1

Fig. 5. Depiction of a plume of tracer in a linear shearflow. Length
scalesof the plume are as shown; tracer is input at u = U o.

1983]. Here we address a different aspect in which crossstream shear influences the diffusion

(3)

3.1.1. Large alongstreamPeclet number: Relationshipsbetween length scales. Consider first the limit of small diffusivity and small aspect ratio (6 << 1), where Pa >> 1 but Pc remains O(1). The dominant balancein (3) is

of tracer.

Pa62,,-1

(4)

For a given distribution of tracer consider the parameter
which is the ratio of the alongstream gradient to the cross- Note that the alongstreamPeclet number Pa is composedof

streamgradient,Ox/Oy
= 6L.The valueof 6Lis onemeasure
of two parts, which can be thought of as two separatealongthe extent to which shear dispersion occurs. For the same stream Peclet numbers:one for the shearpart of the flow and
shearand diffusivitya large 6• meansprevalentsheardisper- one for the uniform part (the referencevelocity).We definethe
sion, whereasa small 6• meansthis effect is negligible.Shear parameter$ as the ratio of thesetwo Pecletnumbers,whichis
dispersion acts on a distribution of tracer to reduce its 6• a measure of the shear that the tracer experiences, $--

yLv/Uo.Withthis,(4)canberewritten

[Rhines, 1983].
Here

we are interested

in the effect that cross-stream

shear

has on the spreading of tracer across streamlines,when the
distribution of tracer is characterized by a small 6•, i.e., a
tracer plume. The analysisappliesto situationsin which there
is a localized

source of tracer.

Such a distribution

in a linear

i+S••

In the limit S <<1 the shearis negligible
and Lv obeysthe
rule

shear flow is analogous to the plume of tracer penetrating the
edge of the gyre.
3.1.

Linear

LaUo62

•.•(KLa•
1/2

Shear Flow

Consider the advective-diffusiveproblem schematically illustrated in Figure 5, which is designedto isolate the mechanism by which tracer enters the gyre in the model. At t = 0 a
step function sourceis turned on, and tracer progressesdownstream while spreading laterally. The center of mass of the
tongueproceedsto migrate acrossstreamlinesas with the gyre
flow. It is relevant to define four length scalesfor this prob-

In the oppositelimit, S >>1, the shearis so strongthat the

reference
velocityis negligible.
HereLv obeystherule

Lv •

(6)

When $ ,-, 1, the shear and the reference velocity are com-

parable,andLv ,,- Uo/•.
Three different examples of distributions in which P, >> 1,

lem:

L,, thecross-stream
penetration
of tracer.At eachlocation Pc '" 1 appearin Figure 6. (The solutionswereobtainednu-

alongstreamthe cross-streamextent of the plume is definedas merically usingthe schemedescribedabove, with appropriate
the distanceto a given percentconcentration(say the e-folding boundary conditions.)Each examplerepresentsa snapshotas
concentration) of the local plume amplitude at that location. the tongue of tracer evolves.In the first ($ << 1)

Lpisthemaximumsuchpenetration.

S = 0.1

L a,the alongstreamlengthof the tongue,whichis definedas
the zonal distance to where the meridional penetration is

In the second (S >> 1)

greatest.

S=

2.3

L..... the displacementof the centerof massof the tongue
acrossstreamlinesat the point where the meridional penetration is greatest.This measuresmigration of the tongue. (Note
that migration requirescross-streamshear.)

Lv • L• >>Lcm

Lp • Lcm>>Ls

In the third

S = 0.6

Lv > Lcm• Ls

(A completelistingof parametersappearsin Table 1.) As the
Ls- Lp-- Lcm;thismeasures
spreading
of thetongue.
Thequantities
LaandLparethex andy lengthscales
of the plumein the firstexampleprogresses
downstream,
Lv follows
tracer distribution;Lcmand L• are the first and secondy mo-

the $ << 1 law, and in the secondexample it follows the $ >> 1

ments (Figure 5). For a northward diffusing particle of tracer,

law (Figures 7a and 7b). In the former, where the shear is
consider the balance between advection and diffusion where
negligible,one would expectthe tongueto spreadin the same
u= U o + :zy(v=O),
way as the envelopetraced out by a spot of dye progressing
downstreamfrom the origin. The width of such a dye spot
(Uo + •y)Ox= •cOxx
+ tcOyy
(2) increases
with downstreamdistanceas 2(rex/u)
•/2,whichagrees
where U o - (constant) reference velocity, and cz= cross- with (5) and givesthe slopeof 1/2 obtainedfrom Figure 7a. In

stream

shear.

We estimate the order of magnitude of each term in (2)
usingthe x and y Icngth scalesand detinethe following nondi-

thethirdexample,
Lv corresponds
to neitherof theselaws;its
slopeis betweenthe valuesof 1/2 and 1/3 (Figure 7c).
When the shear is negligible, spreading of the tongue ac-
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counts for most of the penetration of tracer acrossstreamlines.
In a strongly shearedflow, however, the penetration is mostly
due to migration of the tongue.In the third example,which is
between these extremes, spreading and migration are both
substantial; however, with increasing penetration the shear
extreme is approached, and correspondingly,Lcm becomes

morecloselycorrelated
with Lv. Note that thisexampledoes
not correspond exactly to the S • 1 case discussedabove,

which implies that when U o and •y are of equal magnitude,
spreading and migration will not contribute equally to the
penetration but rather migration will be somewhat more
prevalent.

TABLE

1. Parameters for the Different Examples of the Linear
Shear

Figure
6a
6b
6c
8a
8b

Problem

a, cm/s/

Uo,

Lv,

S

P.

(km x 100)

cm/s

km x 100

0.1
2.3
0.6
1.1
1.2

7.7
7.6
7.5
10.4
0.2

0.5
4.0
1.5
2.0
0.3

5.0
2.0
3.5
3.0
0.5

1.4
1.2
1.4
1.6
2.0

_

--.5-

1.0

I

I

I

1.5

2.0

2.5

in (La)
Fig. 7. Relationship between the x and y length scales of the
plumes in Figure 6 at four successivetimes. A slope equal to one half
is consistentwith (5); a slope equal to one-third is consistentwith (6).
(a) For the plume of Figure 6a, (b) For the plume of Figure 6b, (c) For
the plume of Figure 6c.

These results can be obtained analytically as well through
an analysis of a slightly different (simpler) problem: that of a
point drop of dye in a linear shear flow. Smith [1982] solved
this case, and while the dye drop is not a continuous source
but rather an initial distribution that evolves, the same infor-
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Fig. 8. (a) Snap shot of tracer in which Pa >>1, Pc •' 1 with a value of S such that migration is more prevalent than
spreading.(b) Pa << 1, Pc << 1 in which spreadingis more prevalent than migration for a comparablevalue of S.

mation regarding penetration can be derived [see Pickart,
1987]. Because of its similarity to the gyre problem however
the continuous sourceproblem was examined here.
3.1.2. Small alongstream Peclet number: Enhancement of
Spreading. In the first set of examples (Figure 6) it is seen
that for S >> 1, migration of the plume, i.e., movement of its
center of mass is more prevalent than spreading, and for S << 1
the opposite is true. In each of these cases,P• >> 1. With a
smaller P• the system becomes less sensitive to the velocity
and, more importantly, to changes in the velocity. Thus we
might expect that a smaller P,, will diminish the importance of
migration versus spreading, as is the case with a small S. The
distinction between S << 1 and P• << 1 should remain clear,
however: In the first instance the cross-stream change in velocity is unimportant because it is small, and in the second
instance it is unimportant becausethe system does not detect
it.

northward.

3.1.3.

1.

Cross-stream penetration. It is seen that variation

in the alongstreamPeclet number P• alters the importance of

S >> 1 and

ent of tracer, and this causes a southward flux of tracer across

For a specifiedflow field (U o and =) and a given L• the value

of Lpdepends
on •c.A sufficiently
smalltcmeansthatLv is too
small for the plume to sensethe shear,and large P, spreading

occurs.For largertc(and L•,) the S >>1 limit is approached
and migration becomesimportant. Small P, spreadingoccurs
with even larger •c, and this representsthe upper extreme of

3.2.

-t52-•

between

part of the 3'= 0 line. Thus although tracer has penetrated
just as far across-stream in the sheared flow, there is less of it.
Although the P, << 1 limit resemblesthat of P• >>1, S <<1 in
that spreading of the plume is more prevalent than migration,
these instances represent opposite extremes in penetration.

see Table 1). Indeed, with a large alongstream Peclet number,
Lc,, > L•, whereas with a small alongstream Peclet number,

stream Peclet numbers are small, whereaspreviously P• >>1
and Pc "• 1. The dominant balance in (3) for this example is

distinction

significantly lesstracer north of y = 0 in the shearedflow. This
is becausethe northward shear increasesthe northward gradi-

penetration.

the balance of terms in (4) is not applicable here, i.e., the
aspect ratio is now O(1) and the alongstream diffusive term
must be retained. In this case, both the alongstream and cross-

lies a further

in a uniformflow,in whichL• and L•, are the samethereis

A second set of examples appears in Figure 8. In Figure 8a,
P• .-- 10, and in Figure 8b, P• • 0.1 (S is comparablein each;

L• > Lc,,. Note, however,that in Figure 8b, Lp • L•, so that

Here

S << 1. For two plumes, one in a strongly sheared flow and one

Application to Gyre Flow

We return now to the gyre problem. The processby which
the plume of tracer penetratesthe edge of the gyre and diffuses
into a region of stronger flow resemblesthe shear flow problem analyzed above, and some of the ideas previously developed are applied now to this problem. There are differences,
however, between the two problems. Here the cross-stream
shear y varies both alongstream and across-stream, alongstream shear is present as well, the flow is curved rather than
rectilinear, and the input of tracer to the gyre is not a step
function

in time.

Figure 9 showsa time history of tracer penetrating the gyre.
alongstream diffusion versusadvection in balancing the crossstream diffusion. Variation in the shear parameter S enhances The advancement of the plume in each one-year segmentcan
or diminishes advection by a constant velocity versus a be thought of as a separateexample of the shearflow problem
sheared velocity. This means that two criteria must be satisfied examined above, with the following definitions: L a, the disin order to obtain migration of the tracer plume. First, P• tance that the leading edge of the plume travels alongstream
must be large enough so that the system is sensitive to the in a year, L,.,,. movement of the center of mass of the leading
edge of the plume across-stream in a year, •, cross-stream
velocity field (this condition is necessarybut not sufficient).In
addition, S must be large enough that the cross-streamshear shear halfway between the sourceand the leading edge of the
is significant.
plume (the alongstream shear is negligible with respect to y),
As an alternativeto L•, as a measureof cross-stream
pene- and U o, velocity at the source.
tration, consider the integral of tracer in the region y > 0,
These quantities are analogousto those similarly named in
x < L•, i.e., the total amount of tracer that has penetrated the previous shear flow problem. The gaussian at the up-
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Zonal

stream edge of the boundary current is a step function applied
at t - 0, but by the time tracer reachesthe gyre it is no longer
characterized by a sharp front, i.e., the source for each of the
above examplesgrows in amplitude and width. This means we

Meridional

Zonal

predicted
....

measured

are unableto definethe analogto L,, whichin turn meanswe
06

are unable to measure directly the values P, and S. We can,
however,estimate the size of P, by noting that c5,the aspect
ratio, is much less than one for each one-year segment (Figure
9), and this implies that P• >>1. The first condition for migration is thus satisfiedeverywhere around the gyre.
Becausea spiral does occur, it is natural to assumethat the
second condition for migration, S >> 1, is satisfied as well.

-

/

is more

accurate

then

to think

of the

plume as mirroring streamlineswhen it travels in the stronger
zonal flow, while spiraling acrossstreamlinesin the manner of

\

\

/

----....

Lpis replaced
by Lcm(theproportionality
constantfor (6) was

It

\

/

segmentwe substitutethe valuesof y, L•, and K into (6), where

streamlines.

\

/

we are then able to check this assertion. For each single-year

with

\

/

Recallthat in thislimit, L,-,• Lcr
,. Sincewe canmeasureLcr
,,

determinednumerically).This predictedvalue of Lcr, is in turn
compared to the measured value. The results of this comparison {Figure 10) show that there is good agreementbetweenthe
predicted and measuredvalues where the flow is meridional.
However, while the predicted curve does show smaller penetration in the zonal flow, it is still significantly more than what
actually occurs, suggestingthat the migration limit does not
apply in the zonal flow.
Figure 11 graphs the values of U o and • which the plume
experience as it travels around the gyre. Also shown is the
extent of the correspondingspiral. The fact that both • and
U 0 are larger in the zonal flow, togetherwith the small extent
of migration there, suggeststhat this corresponds to the advectivelimit. In particular, in theseregionsnot only is P• >>1,
but Pc >>1 as well so that isolinesof tracer nearly coincide

\

/

/

\

/

\

I

I

I

I

I

2

3

4

5

6

Time (yr)

Fig. 10. Comparison of Lcmas measuredfrom successivedistributions of Figure 9, versusthe value predicted from (6). The plume's
direction

of travel

is indicated

above.

the above shear flow problem when it travels in the weaker
meridional

flow.

4.

HOMOGENIZATION

As the gyre simulation progressesto steady state, the tracer
in the center part of the gyre becomes uniformly distributed.
This occurrence of homogenization is related to the penetration process described above. Before proceeding with a discussionof this problem we first review the argument for homogenization following Rhines and Young [1982a].
4.1.

Review of Homogenization

Consider the steady state balance of advection and diffusion
in a gyre, governed by the steady form of (1),

yr

u.

V0 = V.

KV0

Integrating over the area bounded by a streamline and applying the divergence theorem gives,

• uO.
nds
=• tcVO.
nds

yr

yr

2 yr

r

(7)

where S is the bounding streamline and n is the unit normal to
the streamline. Note that the left-hand side of (7) is identically
zero becauseu and n are perpendicular.
In the limit of strong advection/weak diffusion, isolines of
tracer nearly coincide with streamlines, i.e., 0 = 0(½). This
gives

vo = 0(½),v½
and since the integral is around a streamline,
17.5

3 yr

0(½),f•
rove.
nds=
0

r

x

The quantity inside the integral is positive definite, which further implies that

E
,

o

km x 100

2o

Fig. 9. Time sequenceof tracer diffusing from the boundary current and becoming entrained into the gyre. The dark lines are the
bounding streamlines.

0(½),= 0

0 = const

Homogenization is thus obtained in a strongly advective
system.
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Fig. 12. North-southvelocitysectionthroughthe centerof the gyre
Zonal

Meridional

Zonal

of Figure 3b.

the basin(L) and the characteristicvelocityof the gyre(U) and
discussedthe extent of the homogeneouspool versusP. In

4

terms of (1) the Peclet number determines to what extent advection balances diffusion and L should be defined in terms of
the tracer distribution.

It is unclear how to discuss results in

termsof a Pecletnumberso defined,especiallywith regardto
homogenizationwhen locally the length scalebecomesinfinite.
Here we defineP in termsof the plume of tracer which penetratesthe gyre, as was done in the previous section.
The gyre presently being consideredhas its maximum veloc-

ity relativelycloseto the center,decayingfrom this point to
the edge (Figure 12). For simplicity,for the time being we
consideran axisymmetric,i.e., circular gyre. We divide the
gyre into two regions:the edgewhere the flow is weak and the
inner part where the flow is more intense(closeto the gyre
centerthe flow onceagain becomesweak).
As the plume of tracer entersthe outer, weaker part of the
flow, it spiralsacrossstreamlines
(providedthe shearis strong
enough) in the manner discussedabove. This region is
characterizedby Pa >>1, Pc "• 1. Eventually,the plumereaches

o i
2

3

4

5

6

Time (yr)
Zonal

Merldional

Zonal

--

0

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Time (yr)

Fig. 11. (a) The value of the reference velocity for the distributions of Figure 9. (b) The value of the cross-streamshear. (c) The
cumulative migration of the plume.

2

4.2.

3

4

5

Spatially Decaying Gyre

The flow field that Musgrave [1985] used in his numerical
study of homogenizationconsistedof Stommel-typegyre, in

which the strongestflow occursat the edge of the gyre. He
defined a Peclet number, P = UL/•c, using the length scaleof

Skewness

n

Fig. 13. The value of the homogenizationfunction amplitude
versusthe skewnessof a gyre.The skewnessn is definedas the ratio of
the major axis of the ellipseto the minor axis.The area of the gy• is
the samein each caseand set equal to
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Fig. 14. (a) Steadystatedistributionof tracerfor •c~ 106 cm2/s.The shadedregioncorresponds
to theareaof the gyre
in which the gradientof traceris < 0.1 concentrationunits/(km x 100).This is taken as the criterionfor homogenization.
(b) The regionof homogenizationin Figure 14a shownin relationto the inward spiral of the plume of tracer during spin

up.The solidlinesare boundingstreamlines.
(c) Steadystatedistribution
for •c,-, 5 x 106 cm2/s.(d) Homogenized
region
and spiralfor •: ,-, 5 x 106 cm:/s.

strong enough flow (we clarify below what is meant by strong
enough) that it is nearly pulled around a streamline.At this
point the spiral has "collapsed" to a streamline, and here

Pa >>1,Pc>>1. AS discussed
above,theselatter conditionsdescribethe advective limit, which is the necessarycondition for
homogenization.Specificallythen, the outer region of the gyre
is where the spiral occurs,and the inner region, delimited by
the collapsedspiral, is where homogenizationoccurs.
For the nonaxisymmetric gyre we saw above that as the
plume first entersthe gyre progressingeastward,the fast flow
keeps it nearly confined to a streamline.However, when the
plume turns northward, the flow along that same streamline
weakensand the plume proceedsto spiral significantlyinward.
In this case,the division betweenthe two regions of the gyre is

not as clear cut. However, homogenization will not occur until
the plume tracks a streamline around an entire circuit. Thus
even though portions of the spiral may collapse, it is only
where the cumulative spiral collapses that the transition
occurs between the two regions.
We now examine more closely the condition that the flow
be strong enough to keep the plume from diffusing appreciably across-streamin the time it takes to recirculate.The advective limit is given by Pa >>1 and Pc >>1. The more strin-

gentof theseis Pc >>1, which,by definition,impliesthat

Pc k,•,/k,-•--,/
1
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__X2

__y2

½:½o[1exp
(L-'••:•)]

(9)

whereLx and L•,are the x andy e-foldinglengthscales.
Note
that

m m

tSs•
Ls

u'ds F
Ls

Ls2

whereF is the circulationaroundthe streamlineS. From (9),

/Lx2 + Ly

-•

F:2•½ø•
LxLy'2)(
1--½•o)
1n(1--•oo)
Ls2=4rC2LxL3'ln(
1--•oo)-'
5

Region
of
•i•

lO

5

which gives

20

Distance (kin X 100)

mo

Homogenization

H(½)
= • (½o
-- ½)

Fig. 15. Steadystatedistributionfor •c•

(10)

107 cm2/s.

whereHo= (Lx2+ Ly2)/(L•Ly).
Figure13 graphsHo as a
For a circuitaroundthe gyrethe relevantlengthscaleis L, =
Ls, the perimeter of the streamline,and the relevant velocity
scaleis U = es,the averagevelocityaroundthe streamline.We
define the homogenization function H as the ratio of thesetwo
quantities, which gives

functionof gyreskewness.
It showsthat for a givenvalueof ½,
homogenization
is morelikely to occurin a more skewedgyre.
Note that this is true even though the velocity at the two
widestsectionsof the gyre approacheszero as the gyre'sskewnessincreases(the portion of the streamline in these sections
getsvanishinglysmall as well).
4.3.

Limits of Dt.'ffusivity

Homogenizationwithin the asymmetricgyre of Figure 3
where H(½)= i•s(½)/Ls(½).
The functionH, which is the inverse was examinedversusvarious valuesof the diffusivity •. The
valueconsidered
wast½,-• 106 cm2/s,andthehomogeof the circulation time, can be thought of as a measureof the smallest
tendency for homogenization to occur based only on flow neouspool of tracer that formed in steady state is shown in
Figure 14a. This is the final state of the exampleanalyzed
characteristics.A larger H means greater likelihood for homabovein terms of the asymmetricspiral. Figure 14b showsthe
ogenization.
Consider again the axisymmetric gyre, whose streamfunc- path of the spiral and how it closesin on the region which
eventuallybecomeshomogenized.
tion is given by

When the diffusivityis increasedto • ,• 5 x 106 cm2/s(for

½=½o1-e•

(8)

the samegyre),this in effectcausesthe flow to appear weaker
to the incoming plume of tracer. As a result, the zonal flow no

where ½o is the amplitude, and L is the e-foldinglength scale longer correspondsto the advectivelimit, so a pronounced
spiral occurs there as well as in the meridional flow, i.e., the
of the gyre.In this case,es - vs.From (8),
asymmetryno longer exists(Figure 14d).Consistentwith (10),
c•lp 2
the plume now has to penetratefurther into the gyre beforeit
v•- 3r-L g½ø-encountersflow strong enough to induce homogenization.
Correspondingly,
the sizeof the steadystatehomogenouspool
The perimeterL• = 2•r, which gives
is reduced(Figure 14c).
1

H(½)
= ••L (½o
-- ½)
This saysthat the greatesttendencyfor homogenizationis at
the gyre center,decreasinglinearly with increasing½. Thus the
innermost part of the gyre, where the flow becomes weak
again, is included in the advective region becausethe circulation time is small (the perimeter of a streamlineis small).

Contrast this to solid body rotation, ½ = ½or2, where the
circulationtime is constantfor each streamline.Here v• =

Upon increasing•,- further (•c-,-10? cm2/s),a transition
occursin the manner in which tracer fills the gyre. The diffusivity is so large that the meridionalflow (which is weaker than
the zonal flow) is essentially"turned off," i.e., the diffusiveflux
is now on the order of the advective flux. Thus when the

plumeof tracer turns northwardin the gyre it stagnates.
By
the time tracer diffusesnorthwardfrom there and getscaught
in the zonal flow and advected westward the westward diffus-

ing tracer from the stagnationpoint has penetratedthe center
of the gyre. So whereas in the previous two cases,tracer was
2½or and H(½) = ½o/•; thus the tendencyfor homogenization advectedcompletelyaround the gyre and filled the gyre center
in a bowllike fashion, here it is advected to the east and then
is the same everywhere.
In the nonaxisymmetricgyre the velocity along a streamline proceedsto fill the gyre from east to west.Figure 16 contrasts
varies around the gyre. The streamfunctionis
the penetrationof tracer into the gyre for the various valuesof
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diffusivity.A small amount of homogenizationdoes occur at
the center of the gyre (Figure 15).
The final caseconsideredcan be thought of as the diffusive

limit (•: -• 5 x 107 cm2/s).Here the presence
of the zonalflow
is hardlyfelt as well, and the mannerin whichthe gyreis filled
undergoesyet another change.As shown in Figure 16, tracer
diffusesfrom west to east acrossthe gyre, with an undulation
corresponding
to the eastwardand westwardflows.

5.

SUMMARY

The precedinganalysisexaminedthe entrainmentand homogenizationof tracerin a gyre whichinitially was tracer-free.
The entrainment is characterizedby a plume of tracer spiral-

ing asymmetrically
inward acrossstreamlines
as a resultof the
cross-stream
shear.In particular,in the zonal flow the spiral is
minimal as the strong flow causesthe plume to follow stream-
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lines. In the meridional flow the spiral is of considerable
extent, conforming to the ideas developed in a simpler shear
flow analysis.
Previous work has been done on the mixing of tracers
within a subtropical gyre. Musgrave [1985] analyzed steady
state numerical solutions in which the northern boundary is
maintained at a uniform positive concentration while the
southern boundary is kept uniformly negative. He discussed
the presenceof a spiral that extendsfrom the boundary to the
stagnation point of the flow at the center of the gyre. This
spiral arises, however, because of the choice of boundary conditions (the cross-stream shear of the gyre is of the wrong
senseto causethe type of spiral discussedhere, i.e., • is everywhere < 0). As tracer enters from the northern boundary, it
travels anticyclonically and spreads into the interior. Upon
encounteringthe negative plume that extendsfrom the south
the region of positive concentration shifts away from the

lated which is the ratio of successiveconcentrationsalong the
outward normal (rather than the difference). This results in
better simulation of the smoothing properties of diffusion [see
Pickart, 1987]. At each time step then the interior solution is
determined using the finite difference scheme; then the above
mentioned trend is computed at each location along the
boundary, from which the boundary concentration is deter-

times there.

Nelson Hogg whose ideas helped motivate and shape this work. Bill
Young and Dale Haidvogel gave valuable suggestionsregarding the

mined.

The details of this are as follows. Let 0i representthe value
of tracer at grid point i along an outward normal to the
boundary,and 0i+ • be its adjacentvalue towards the interior
of the domain (i = 1 denotes the first value inside the boundary). We define the parameter Ri = 0i/(0•+• + •), .where• is a
small number to prevent division by zero, and note that in line
with what was mentioned above the value of R• will always
fall between zero and one. A value of zero means that tracer is

just beginning to penetrate the region; a value of one correboundary, hence the spiral. For the type of gyre considered sponds to no flux. At each point along the open boundary,
here the inward extent of the spiral depends on the flow pa- after the interior solution has been integrated an incrementin
rameters and diffusivity. (The maximum distance over which time, the following procedureis applied: the value of R• is
the spiral can extend is to the region where the cross-stream computedat the three points prior to the boundary along the
shear vanishes.)
normal (let Ro denote the value of R• at the boundary): if
Homogenization is the steady state manifestation of tracer R• = 0, then Ro is set = 0; if R• is nonzero,then Ro is predicpenetrating a closed circulation, provided the system is ted usinga three-pointextrapolation:R o = 3R• - 3R2 + R3;
strongly advective.For the spatially decayinggyre considered if the predictedRo > 1, Ro is reset= 1; if the predictedRo <
here the occurrence of homogenization is closely tied to the 0, Ro is reset= 0; finally, the concentrationof tracer at the
characteristics of the spiraling plume of tracer which forms boundaryis determinedfrom the value of R o.
during spin-up. In particular, where the spiral collapsesto a
For the case of the corner points the extrapolation is perstreamline marks the outer extent of the homogeneous pool formed along the diagonals. This open boundary schemewas
that eventually develops.As the diffusivity is increased,the tested with purely diffusive examples and led to accurate insize of this pool shrinks. This is consistentwith the idea that terior solutions [see Pickart, 1987].
homogenization occurs more readily nearer the center the
Acknowledgments. The author wishesto acknowledge the help of
gyre for this type of flow, based on the shorter circulation

APPENDIX:

THE OPEN DIFFUSIVE

BOUNDARY

CONDITION

The advective-diffusive numerical model is a regional model
designedto examine a subbasinscaleproblem with high resolution and small implicit diffusion. Consequently,the boundaries of the model correspond to open ocean, and the task of
applying the boundary conditions is not straightforward. Save
for the small region of inflow and outflow at the ends of the
boundary current the flow at the edge of the domain is negligibly small. The velocities here were made identically zero so
that only diffusion at the boundary need be addressed.
The centered-differencingscheme used for diffusion in the
model interior is not applicable at the boundary. A boundary
scheme was developed in which the concentration of tracer
there evolves in time in a manner simulating diffusion. This
enables tracer to diffuse out of the domain.

The criterion used to specify the boundary concentration
consistsof an extrapolation repeated at each time step. The
basis for the idea is that, as the simulation progresses,tracer
accumulateswithin the domain and proceedsto flux outward
through this part of the boundary. More specifically, the
gradient of tracer normal to the open boundary is always
inward (except initially when it is zero). We thus use what is
known about the flux of tracer just inside the boundary. In
particular, we compute the trend of outward flux as the
boundary is approached, extrapolate this trend, and then
apply it at the boundary.
This is the substanceof the boundary scheme.Rather than
use the value of flux, however, a different quantity is extrapo-

setup and analysisof the numericalmodel.This work wassupported
by the Office of Naval Researchthrough contracts N00014-76-C-0197
and N00014-84-C-0132, NR 083-400; and N00014-82-C-0019 and
N00014-85-C-0001, NR 083-004, and the National Science Foundation through grant OCE82-14925. This is contribution 6517 from the
Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution.
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